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Foreword 
 

Following the publishing of the Northamptonshire Rights of Way Improvement Plan 2007-2011 an 

internal assessment of this document has been undertaken with a view to two options for the 

future of the Rights of Way Improvement Plan. 

i. If fit for purpose, extend the validity of the Rights of Way Improvement Plan 2007-2011 to 

2017 when a new Rights of Way Improvement Plan will be introduced. 

ii. If not fit for purpose start an assessment of the matters described in Section 60 of the 

Countryside and Rights of Way (CROW) Act 2000. 

 

After the internal assessment of the actions and outcomes against which the Rights of Way 

Improvement Plan (RoWIP) 2007-11 the validity of the document will be extended through to 

2017. This report explains the reasoning behind this proposal. 

 

The decision is based on a review of the RoWIP 2007-2011, in particular the Action Plan which 

included 38 outcomes across nine actions. 

 

Whilst the future funding levels for rights of way maintenance cannot be predicted, the desires 

users of the rights of way network have for improvements to the network remain the same. It is 

against these desires that the actions and outcomes were set, hence the aspirations remain the 

same. This report sets out the original actions and outcomes. Where outcomes are not able to be 

met these will be identified as well. 

 

To meet the statutory obligations set out in the CROW Act 2000, Northamptonshire County 

Council will use the period leading up to 2017 will be used to undertake a new assessment of the 

matters detailed in the CROW Act 2000 and review the plan ahead of decided whether or not to 

amend it.   
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

 

 

The Rights of Way Improvement Plan 2007-2011 was published in 2007 following an extensive 

assessment, consultation and review process. The plan addressed the requirements of the 

Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 by considering the needs of the public, considering the 

opportunities rights of way provide for open-air recreation and considering the accessibility of the 

rights of way network. 

 

Northamptonshire County Council (NCC) has reviewed and gradually restructured how the 

3,056km rights of way network is managed from 2008 through to 2013. Because of the on-going 

changes the RoWIP was not reviewed or updated. 

 

Northamptonshire County Council has been seeking to respond to budget reductions with minimal 

disruption to the rights of way service since 2008. A number of changes to how the overall 

highways services are delivered culminated in the formation of Northamptonshire Highways, a 

strategic alliance between NCC and their highways service provider KierWSP to provide 

commissioning and delivery of the highways and transport budget as one organisation. 

 

These changes included staff providing the definitive map and rights of way searches functions, 

the operational maintenance teams and development management team transferring to 

Northamptonshire Highway’s maintenance service provider. 

 

Maintaining and improving the Northamptonshire rights of way network links with high level 

outcomes contained within the Northamptonshire Transport Plan specifically promoting a 

naturally resilient and low carbon Northamptonshire where the rights of way network supports 

recreation, tourism and enabling people to make choices about how they travel. 

 

Although the Authority has been through, and is still in, challenging economic times the desire to 

maintain and improve the rights of way network remains the same. The effect of reduced budgets 

requires different sources of funding to be identified as well as more efficient ways of working to 

be found, or works are to be prioritised and as a last resort scaled back. 
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Chapter 2: RoWIP 2007-2011: The Actions 

 

 

The RoWIP proposed 38 outcomes encompassed within nine core actions which reflected both the 

suggestions of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 as well as the findings of a needs 

assessment undertaken by NCC. Consideration was given to how the outcomes could then be 

implemented.  

 Create a Safe Joined-up Network 

 Make Access Easier for Everyone 

 Improve People’s Health and Enjoyment 

 Improve Links between Communities 

 Improve Signage 

 Increase Publicity and Interpretation 

 Improving Maintenance 

 Travel Choices 

 Harnessing Growth 

 

To ascertain if the RoWIP is still relevant today the 38 outcomes have been reviewed with 

achievements and continued work against each identified. These are covered in Chapter 3 of this 

report.  
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Chapter 3: Actions and Outcomes 

 

Relevance of the RoWIP 

 

To assess if the RoWIP 2007-11 is still relevant the following key points have been considered 

against each of the outcomes. The following sub-sections breakdown each action into its 

outcomes and provides a check on achievements and the viability of the outcomes today. 

 Are the outcomes still relevant (ie have legislative changes made them redundant)? 

 Do the outcomes still support NCC’s strategic goals? 

 Are the outcomes achievable? 

 

Action 1: Create a Safe Joined Up Network 

 

Through the growth of the Northamptonshire highway network, there are instances of rights of 

way routes being severed by new road construction. Action 1 included five outcomes linked to 

NCC’s aspiration to overcome this rights of way access issue. 

 

NCC continues to aspire to grow the rights of way network and create new routes that 

complement the existing routes. 

 

Outcome Description Update 

1.1 Road Crossings Create better and safer road 
crossings 

Consideration of 
improvements to routes 
includes creating safer 
crossing points by removing 
the need for “at grade crossing 
points” by using underpasses 
or bridges on new roads.  
Corby Link is recently 
completed and Flore/Weedon 
Bypass is being designed. 
 

1.2 Roadside Verges Improve roadside verges to 
provide safer connections 
between paths 

Numerous roadside verges are 
maintained each year to 
remove rutting and improve 
accessibility. 
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Vegetation clearance has been 
undertaken on a number of 
verges, such as the Brixworth 
Bypass or the A428 near Little 
Houghton and the A509 near 
Strixton to improve visibility 
and increase light in the 
verges. 

1.3 Creative Thinking Add new routes to address the 
fragmented network 

The creation of any new route 
is a long term commitment 
may take a number of years to 
complete. In 2014 two 
bridleways and one footpath 
were created in Harringworth 
improving access to the 
countryside in this area. 
NCC also considers railway 
crossing points with a  view to 
diverting any right of way to 
minimise or eliminate the 
need to cross railway lines 

1.4 Quiet Lanes Investigate quiet roads as part 
of the solution to a 
fragmented network 

The potential to use quiet 
lanes to method to integrate 
the rights of way network is 
still considered as a solution to 
fragmented sections of the 
network. The stopping up of 
roads may also be used in the 
right situation. 
A more recently established 
quiet lane is Newland Road in 
Walgrave. 

1.5 Disused Railways Work with land owners to 
open former railway track 
beds for access 

The creation of The Greenway 
included creating a cycle route 
along a disused railway line in 
Rushden and improvements 
are to be made to a bridleway 
on Station Road, 
Irthlingborough. 
 

Table 1: Action 1 – Create a Safe Joined-Up Network 
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Action 2: Make Access Easier for Everyone 

 

Although the RoWIP was written several years before the current Northamptonshire 

Transportation Plan, Action 2 is closely aligned to two strategic aims contained within the 

Northamptonshire Transportation Plan 2012. 

 

The first of these strategic aims is to promote a transport network that is fit for the community. 

For the rights of way network to support this objective access for people of all abilities needs to be 

progressively improved. 

 

The second strategic aim is to have a transport system that is fit for people to choose how they 

travel ensuring that people have the options available to them to be able to choose the best form 

of transport for the journey’s they make. This includes making information on the rights of way 

network available to the public. 

 

Outcome Description Update 

2.1 Access Audit Carryout an access audit of the 
rights of way network 

An access specific audit has 
not been carried out. NCC is 
currently undertaking a full 
asset inventory data collection 
of the rights of way network 
which will allow accessibility 
studies to be undertaken more 
readily. 

2.2 Provide Information Make the information about 
routes available to all 

All footpaths, bridleways and 
byways can be viewed on 
NCC’s interactive mapping. A 
comprehensive collection of 
routes is also available on 
NCC’s website. Pamphlets on a 
number of routes are also 
available in various council 
buildings. Information is 
shared with selected third 
parties to use and publish also. 

2.3 Change from Stiles Replace stiles – gaps being 
best, gates and barriers next 

Gates or gaps are being 
installed to replace stiles. This 
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is on-going and is undertaken 
whenever landowner 
permission is received. 
Through the Donate-a-Gate 
scheme in 2009 several new 
gates were installed. 
Additionally, when gates are 
being replaced, weighted 
gates or disabled kissing gates 
are used as a replacement 
where possible. 

2.4 Accessibility Projects Improve 1 or 2 routes per year 
to fully accessible standards 

The ability to improve routes 
to a fully accessible standard 
has been diminished by 
reduced budgets. Although 
NCC is not able to commit to 
upgrading 1 or 2 routes per 
year some routes have been 
upgraded such as in 
Doddington through the Safer 
Routes to School programme 
 
Refer to Section 4. 

Table 2: Action 2 – Make Access Easier for Everyone 

 
 

 

 

 

Action 3: Improve People’s Health and Enjoyment 

 

NCC continues to recognise walking and cycling as important ways for people to improve their 

health. At the time the RoWIP was written the British Heart Foundation with the Countryside 

Agency were promoting the Walking the Way to Health initiative. This initiative is still active 

through support from Macmillan and the Ramblers. To promote walking and cycling on the rights 

of way network, four outcomes were published that sought to promote the benefits of using the 

rights of way network. 

 

Outcome Description Update 
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3.1 Health Benefits Provide infrastructure for 
using access network for 
healthy walking/riding 

Whenever maintenance work 
is carried out, the best 
improvements to the existing 
asset that will improve access 
are always considered and 
where practical, agreed with 
the landowner and 
undertaken. 
 

3.2 Partnerships Work with NHS to jointly 
promote walking and cycling 
for healthy lifestyles 

NCC actively promotes cycling 
and healthy lifestyles through 
the Travel Choices team. A 
number of walking and cycling 
routes countywide have been 
published and the Cycle 
CoNNect project has been 
launched. 
NCC provides links on its 
website to the NHS Walking 
for Health information page. 
Recently NCC actively 
promoted the Summer of 
Cycling. 

3.3 Partnerships Work with Borough & District 
Councils on providing access 
to health routes 

NCC continues to work in 
partnership with various 
parties to promote healthy 
living. NCC worked in 
partnership with ENDC, 
Rockingham Forest Trust and 
the Wildlife Trust to develop 
the East Northamptonshire 
Greenway route.  

3.4 Circular Walks Provide more circular walks 
and rides of no more than 1 to 
2 hours. 

New walks and rides are being 
added to those already 
available on the NCC website. 
These include short walks 
around villages such as Great 
& Little Houghton or Crick & 
Yelvertoft. Rides include the 
Norbital, and Daventry urban 
circular ride. 
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Table 3: Action 3 – Improve People’s Health and Wellbeing  

 
Action 4: Improve Links Between Communities 

 

When considering the usage of the rights of way network, emphasis is typically on the leisure 
activities the network provides. Action 4 and the associated outcomes cover another aspect of the 
network – enabling people to move from one place to another. 
 
Through surveys undertaken historically, it is clear people use the rights of way network not only 
to travel between villages, but also to travel to work or access places of interest such as 
woodlands, waterways or pubs. The four outcomes that support this action look to maintain and 
where possible improve these links. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Outcome Description Update 

4.1 Inter-village Links Work with local communities 
and councils to identify and 
plan better links 

NCC operates the Parish Path 
Warden scheme to create 
open links between NCC and 
Parishes or local communities. 
NCC also uses Community 
Liaison Officers to actively 
engage with Parish Councils 
and communities. 

4.2 Inter-village Links Create and/or improve routes 
linking communities – 1 or 2 
routes per year 

NCC is not able to commit to 
creating or improving routes 
end to end within current 
budgets. NCC targets essential 
and prioritised maintenance 
across the full network and 
this may not result in a 
complete route between two 
communities being improved.  
 
Refer to Section 4. 
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4.3 Byways/ bridleways Improve surfaces on byways & 
bridleways for all users 

NCC undertakes annual 
maintenance programmes of 
byway and bridleway surfaces. 
Northamptonshire suffers 
adversely from the high clay 
content across the county. 
Through this maintenance 
programme stone is laid and 
drainage improved and 
clearance work is undertaken 
to improve levels of sunlight 
on the surface to minimise 
future damage to the byway. 

4.4 Destination Interest Create and/or improve routes 
to places of interest 1 or 2 per 
year. 

The ability to create or 
improve routes end to end has 
been diminished by reduced 
budgets. Although NCC is not 
able to commit to improving 1 
or 2 routes per year some 
routes are upgraded such as 
the route through Cranford St 
Andrews (Jubilee Bridge). 
 
Refer to Section 4. 

Table 4: Action 4 – Improve Links Between Communities 

 
Action 5: Improve Signage 

 

Adequate and purposeful signage is essential for a rights of way network that is available for use 
by a wide range of users. Although no longer reported to central government, NCC continues to 
undertake Best Value Performance Indicator (BVPI) 178 surveys as stated in the RoWIP 2007-2011 
to ensure that signage on the network remains at a consistently high level. Combined with BVPI 
178 ensuring the standard of signage does not drop below the existing standard, the five 
outcomes were established to gradually increase the quality of the signage on the network. 
 

Outcome Description Update 
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5.1 Finger posts Include destination and 
distance information on 
finger posts 

NCC replace or upgrade 
approximately 100 finger posts each 
year across the network on a like-
for-like basis. 
Destination and/or distances are 
included on major routes and on 
some other direct routes where 
appropriate.  

5.2 Finger posts Include information 
about what to expect on  
a route on finger posts 

This objective has not been taken 
forward as it would require 
individual fingerposts to be 
manufactured for each route. NCC 
would not be able to capitalise on 
bulk purchases of finger posts. 
Route specific finger posts would 
also need to be amended when any 
improvement works are completed 
on a route. 
 
Refer to Section 4. 

5.3 Improving 
standards 

Replace wooden & 
plastic signposts with 
new standard 

Wooden and plastic sign posts are 
being replaced with aluminium 
posts and signs when they reach the 
end of their life. This is undertaken 
through routine maintenance. 

5.4 Improving 
standards 

Look at ways of 
increasing the number 
of signed paths in 
villages 

The vast majority of paths across 
the county are now signed. There 
are a small number of exceptions 
where Parish Councils have 
objected to a path being signed. 
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5.5 Waymarking Significantly increase the 
amount of waymarking 
across the county 

The Northamptonshire rights of way 
network is currently well 
waymarked and waymarkers 
continue to be renewed as well as 
added to furniture as it is installed. 
BVPI178 surveys continue to be 
undertaken. The 2014 survey 
producing a result of 94% of paths 
surveyed had adequate 
waymarking. 

Table 5: Action 5 – Improve Signage 

 
Action 6: Increase Publicity and Interpretation 

 

Northamptonshire County Council has historically provided information on many public rights of 
ways in the form of leaflets, interpretive boards, through Parish Path Wardens or via the internet. 
Feedback received has indicated that there is further demand for more information to be made 
available to further publicise and promote the rights of way network.  
 
Previous surveys have found the public would prefer to have information on the rights of way 
network available at libraries, tourist information centres, in local newspapers or on the internet. 
 

Outcome Description Update 

6.1 Onsite 
Interpretation 

Install clearly designed 
map panels at central 
points in communities 

Map panels were installed at 
Yelvertoft and Badby. Unfortunately 
they suffered a high level of 
vandalism therefore the 
introduction of further panels has 
not been rolled out further around 
the county. 
 
Refer to Section 4. 

6.2 Publicity Include a series of walks 
& rides in local 
newspapers and 
magazines 

NCC continues to provide support to 
interest groups to promote walks. 
Over the period of the RoWIP 2007-
11 includes the Millennium Walk 
and the Waendel Walk.  
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6.3 Publicity Improve distribution of 
leaflets to libraries and 
other outlets 

NCC provides support for the 
production of leaflets and 
pamphlets, however with the 
increasing number of walks and 
rides available the most complete 
resource is the NCC website. 

6.4 Leaflets Increase the number of 
leaflets to support map 
panel provision 

The number of leaflets available 
online is continuing to increase 
(refer Outcome 3.4 Circular Walks). 
However with map panels being 
discontinued because of vandalism 
the pamphlets are not being 
produced to support map panels. 
NCC works with other organisations 
such as the National Trust to 
support the provision of information 
for pamphlets. 

Table 6: Action 6 – Increase Publicity and Interpretation 

 
Action 7: Improving Maintenance 

 

Maintaining the existing public rights of way network to a standard where the network can safely 
be used by all users is a primary priority for Northamptonshire County Council. The maintenance 
work includes cyclical works (such as mowing), routine maintenance (such as vegetation clearance, 
finger post replacement or repair to surface damage) and capital maintenance (such as bridge 
replacement). 
 
New ways of maintaining the rights of way network more efficiently continue to be explored, 
More recently Northamptonshire’s rights of way and highway maintenance teams have been 
integrated and share maintenance work where suitable synergies exist. Headland mowing and 
surfaced path repairs are two examples of this. 
 

Outcome Description Update 

7.1 Seasonal 
vegetation 

Increase mowing 
programme to 3 cuts per 
year 

The number of cuts remains at two, 
however if the rate of vegetation 
growth requires it and funding is 
available an additional targeted cuts 
may be carried out for safety 
purposes. 
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7.2 Stiles and gates Improve stiles and gates 
and aim for least 
restrictive replacement 

When stiles or gates require 
renewal, replacing existing furniture 
with access friendly alternative is 
always considered and where 
practical, is undertaken. This 
includes the use of gaps, weighted 
gates or kissing gates subject to 
landowner agreement or funding. 

7.3 Byways & 
bridleways 

Improve surfaces on 
byways and bridleways 
for all users 

NCC undertakes annual 
maintenance programmes of byway 
and bridleway surfaces. 
Northamptonshire suffers adversely 
from the high clay content across 
the county. Through this 
maintenance programme stone is 
laid, drainage improved and 
clearance work increasing light to 
minimise future damage to the 
byway. 

7.4 Enforcement Work together with 
landowners/occupiers 
but use our powers 
when required 

NCC Rights of Way Officers will 
safeguard the rights of the public for 
the use and enjoyment of the public 
rights of way network by provide 
advice to landowners/occupiers on 
enforcement issues before utilising 
their enforcement powers in line 
with current legislation. 

7.5 Bridges Ensure new bridges 
meet requirements for 
NCC access to maintain 
network 

Current designs for all rights of way 
bridges have been reviewed to 
ensure they meet current British 
Standards and Euro Codes. This 
process has also ensured the life of 
new structures has been maximised. 
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7.6 Safer cleaner 
greener 

Coordinate delivery of 
Green Management 
throughout 
Northamptonshire. 

Green Management delivery was   
established to improve the 
efficiencies of undertaking rights of 
way maintenance activities.  Since 
the publication of the RoWIP 2007-
11 rights of way management and 
maintenance has been undertaken 
by NCC’s highways service provider. 
This has provided efficiencies 
through a “one team” approach by 
sharing resources across both 
highways and rights of way. 

Table 7: Action 7 – Improving Maintenance 

 
Action 8: Travel Choices 

 

When the RoWIP 2007-11 was written the current Local Transport Plan (LTP) was the 
Northamptonshire Local Transport Plan 2006/07 -2010-11. This has since been superseded by the 
Northamptonshire Transport Plan 2012 which continues to promote enabling the people of 
Northamptonshire to make choices about how journeys are undertaken. In a similar vein is the 
desire to have transport systems that reduce car travel to reduce the effect car travel has on the 
built, natural and historical environment. 
 
As before the actions proposed in the RoWIP 2007-11 continue to support the aims and objectives 
of the Northamptonshire Transport Plan. 
 

Outcome Description Update 

8.1 Local Transport 
Plan 

Use LTP framework to 
deliver improvements 
via rights of way service 

The LTP has historically provided a 
funding stream for improvements to 
the rights of way network. This 
funding now comes through capital 
maintenance budgets. 

8.2 Commuter Routes Improve routes away 
from the road – 1 per 
year 

NCC has improved a number of 
routes over the life of the RoWIP 
2007-11. These include the 
Greenway in East Northants and 
Higham Ferrers to Irthlingborough. 
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8.3 Integrate 
networks 

Provide routes that join 
adopted highways and 
path networks to 
workplaces 

Routes such as the Norbital or the 
Avon building to Delepre have been 
developed that pass through places 
of work to promote cycling or 
walking to work.  

Table 8: Action 8 – Travel Choices 

 
Action 9: Harnessing Growth 

 

The outcomes within Action 9: Harnessing Growth seeks to proactively prevent the rights of way 
network being adversely affected by new construction. Developments across the county provide 
opportunities to improve and enhance the rights of way network, either included within the 
planning consent process or later through developer funding avenues such as S106 funding or the 
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL). 
 
Construction continues across Northamptonshire whether it is in the form of major bypasses or 
new developments. In all of these cases the rights of way network can be affected and action 
needs to be taken to preserve the network. 
 

Outcome Description Update 

9.1 Planning policy Ensure access 
improvements are 
plugged into the 
emerging planning 
policies 

The effect of new developments on 
the rights of way network is 
included within pre-planning 
application consultations.  
The outcomes best suited to the 
rights of way network vary with 
each planning application received.  

9.2 Developer 
contributions 

Seek contributions from 
developers to enhance 
local access network 

Each year contributions are received 
from developers through S106 of 
the Town and County Planning Act 
or the Community Infrastructure 
Levy to contribute to improvements 
on the network. In 2014/15 this 
included resurfacing works, 
installation of kissing gates and 
installing ramps to foot bridges. 
£105k was received in 2014/15 
through S106 monies. 
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9.3 New access Work with planning 
authorities and 
developers to create 
new access 

NCC’s pre-planning and planning 
application process is a consultative 
process ensuring there is 
constructive communication 
between NCC and developers 
resulting in developments having a 
positive impact including creating 
and improving access to rights of 
way. 

Table 9: Action 9 – Harnessing Growth 
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Chapter 4: Non-Deliverable Outcomes 

 

Fiscal Change 

 

Since the RoWIP 2007-11 was written the national economic landscape has changed dramatically. 

One result of this has been a reduction in local government budgets which has led to restrictions 

to the volume of work that can be completed on the highway and rights of way networks. The 

work that cannot be completed does affect some outcomes that were proposed in the RoWIP 

2007-11. These are detailed in Table 10 below. 

 

Although these outcomes cannot be committed to is not to say that they will not be met. A 

proportion of the RoWIP 2007-11 is aspirational and can only be achieved with a consistent and 

guaranteed level of funding. The following outcomes require a predetermined level of work and 

funding to be achieved annually that cannot be guaranteed with uncertain funding levels. 

 

To offset decreases in local government funding Northamptonshire County Council looks to secure 

funding from other sources that can be invested into the rights of way network. These include 

S106 funding, CIL or other external grants. This investment is variable so does not allow an 

commitment to achieve all outcomes. 

 

Outcome Description Update 

4.2 Inter-village Links Create and/or improve 
routes linking 
communities – 1 or 2 
routes per year 

The ability to create or improve 
routes end to end has been 
diminished by reduced budgets. 
Targeting complete routes is a lower 
priority than maintaining the 
existing network. 
 

4.4 Destination 
Interest 

Create and/or improve 
routes to places of 
interest 1 or 2 per year. 

The ability to create or improve 
routes end to end has been 
diminished by reduced budgets. 
Targeting complete routes is a lower 
priority than maintaining the 
existing network. 
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5.2 Finger posts Include information 
about what to expect on  
a route on finger posts 

This objective has not been taken 
forward as it would require 
individual fingerposts to be 
manufactured for each route. NCC 
would not be able to capitalise on 
bulk purchases of finger posts. 
Route specific finger posts would 
also need to be amended when any 
improvement works are completed 
on a route. 
 
Refer to Section 4. 

6.1 Onsite 
Interpretation 

Install clearly designed 
map panels at central 
points in communities 

Map panels were installed in the 
past however due to a high level of 
vandalism these panels have been 
removed and not rolled out further 
around the county. 

Table 10: Non-Deliverable Outcomes 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

 

The aims and intentions of the Rights of Way Improvement Plan 2007-11 are still current today. 

Although the budgets available to maintain and improve the rights of way network have 

decreased, the desire and ambition to meet the aims is present. 

 

On review of the 38 outcomes included within the Rights of Way Improvement Plan 2007-11, 34 

are still relevant and being delivered today. A number of the outcomes are not restricted by 

available finance as they involve engagement with third parties. This engagement is increasingly 

necessary to maintain the usability of the network and can lead to additional funding being 

realised for improvements. 

 

With 89% of the outcomes contained in the Rights of Way Improvement Plan 2007-11 remaining 

relevant and a lack of predictability in future funding of rights of way maintenance and 

improvement it is recommended that the validity of the Rights of Way Improvement Plan 2007-11 

is extended through until 2017. 

 

Through 2015 to 2017 a new assessment of the matters detailed in the Countryside and Rights of 

Way Act 2000 can be undertaken followed by a review of the Rights of Way Improvement Plan 

2007-11. A decision based on the new assessment will lead to deciding on whether to publish a 

new Rights of Way Improvement Plan for Northamptonshire. 
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Extension of the Northamptonshire Rights of Way 

Improvement Plan 2007-11 to 2017 
 

For more information please contact 

highways@northamptonshire.gov.uk 


